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The New Era - Positive Psychology

The “positive” in Positive Psychology refers to strengths, optimal

functioning, and flourishing. In addition to "fixing what's

wrong," positive psychologists help "building what's strong.“

Positive psychology is the study of what we might call life on the

positive side of zero, where zero is the line that divides illness

from health and unhappiness from happiness.



Howard Mumford Jones opined that „„happiness belongs

to that category of words, the meaning of which everybody

knows but the definition of which nobody can give‟‟ (cited in

Freedman, 1978).

We relate to happiness in Indian context, with terms like

sukh, santosh, santushti, aram, anand, harsh, khushi, prasanna

etc to express the happy state of an individual.



 Within the vicinity of 

Positive Psychology, the 

first generation of research 

arrived as an identification 

of character strengths and 

virtues which paves way 

towards youth‟s academic 

success, health promoting 

behavior, life satisfaction 

and happiness (Park & 

Peterson, 2006a; Lounsbury

et al, 2009).

Trends in Happiness



 Second generation of research 

draws closer to beginning of 

systematically testing 

happiness interventions to 

investigate the impact of 

activities such as optimism, 

gratitude, committing acts of 

kindness– a goal that Fordyce 

(1977) set forth several 

decades ago, but that was not 

taken up until quite recently.

… Trends



 Thus, today Positive 

Psychology is at an 

advanced league of the 

second generation of 

research where in an effort is 

made to utilize the tools of 

psychological science which 

acknowledges the presence 

and influence of (gratitude 

and forgiveness) at 

producing additive effects in 

the pursuit of happiness. 

… Trends



Gratitude is one of the 

most powerful tool for 

creating joy, healing, 

contentment, spiritual 

growth and lasting 

relationships. It is an 

awareness of and 

thankfulness for the 

good things in one‟s life. 

This strength is a 

mindset of appreciation 

and goodwill for the 

benefits derived from 

other people. 



Experiencing and expressing gratitude does 

not come naturally; it is a learned process 

and sometimes an effortful one and it 

requires a certain level of inner reflection 

and introspection. Gratitude must be 

practiced and cultivated to positively affect 

and sustain one‟s level of happiness and 

subjective well being. Eventually, “seeing 

your cup half full” becomes a mental habit.



Forgiveness means choosing to let go, move on, 

and favor the positive. The act of forgiveness 

constitutes a mental bath, letting go of something 

that can only poison us within. Forgiveness has 

the potential to repair relationships and to undo 

the negative emotions related to revenge and 

resentment. 



Thompson et al (2005), defined forgiveness

as freeing from a negative attachment to the

source that has transgressed against a

person.



The Sustainable Happiness Model

Three factors contribute to an individual‟s chronic happiness 

level:

1) The set point, 

2)  Life circumstances, and 

3) Intentional activities.

- 50% of anyone’s happiness is determined by genetics 

- Only 10% is determined by circumstances

- 40% of happiness is determined by “intentional activity”



Strike for-

Cracking the NUTS and Eliminating the ANTS

NUTS to refer to Negative 

Unconscious

ThoughtS.

And

ANTS refer to the Automatic 

Negative 

ThoughtS



Forgiving Oneself -

• Self forgiveness is the

starting point. We cannot

give to others what we do not

have ourselves.

• We can‟t give love if we have

self-hate, we can‟t give joy if

we have self-loathing;

• We can‟t forgive others if we

haven‟t forgiven ourselves.



Performing Naikan

Naikan is a Japanese word which means “inside looking” or

“introspection”. Ask yourselves three questions:

• First, what did I receive? Such as love, blessings.

• Second, what did I give? Such as providing help to

others.

• Third, what troubles or difficulties did I cause to others?

Such as hurting someone.



• Self Forgiveness

• Forgiving others

• Seeking 

forgiveness from 

others



Balloon game

• What are some of the feelings

that you have when someone

hurts you?

• Blow some air into the balloon –

the air is like anger, hatred and

all negativity that comes into us.

• If you let it out each time you

feel angry or sad, it is not a big

deal.

• But if you keep it inside and keep

adding to it each time you get

more upset.

• See what happens next – balloon

deflates and flies all over the

room and is pretty out of control.





Counting Blessings Versus Burdens

• There are many things in our lives, both large and small, that we

might be grateful about.

• Burdens are things that annoy or bother you which occur in

various domains of life. Also write down the burdens present in

your life.



Practice Downward 

Comparisons

• It means about thinking

how things could be worse,

or are worse for someone

else. You can also use

downward comparison by

remembering your own

times of adversity.



Glad Game

• Each one of you have to write down any one negative or

trouble-some event that has occurred to you in the recent days.

(Individual A)

• Fold the chit and give it to the person sitting next to you.

(Individual B)

• Now, Individual B has to sense and search for a „Positive Idea‟

to the negative situation written by Individual A.



 Programs / plans for Youth

Implications

The present day times as it is beset with a variety of

problems among youth – such as – envy, anxiety,

depression, violence and crime. Thus, need for a greater

focus on character strengths to be integrated into

counselling settings, psycho-educational and

developmental programs as it can prove to be a

progressive step to foster a shift in values and

behaviour that is the need of the hour towards a

sustainable future – which will ultimately impact

youth‟s happiness. Therefore, such programs or plans if

applied can have significant implications for:

educators,

parents,

mental health professionals,

policy makers who concern themselves with promoting

positive youth development.



 Programs / plans for Parents

... Implication

Parents should also be provided with

similar sorts of such programs with

activities and exercises adapted to their

understanding, needs and demands.

Parents are considered to be important

socializing agents and it is seen that

children look upto them and follow their

ways of behaving. So, it would be worthy

to provide parental programs in

combination with programs for children

and youth in schools and colleges

respectively for firm construction of ethics

and morality.



Programs/plans for Youth at-risks

... Implication

Similar kinds of programs with strengths-based strategies should be employed

for specific populations – i.e. youth at-risks such as indulgence in delinquency,

involvement in crimes and gang activities. Therefore, the rationale would act as

an antidote and can be applied with various populations with some adaptations

and hence could be a better way to approach individuals across various

contexts.






